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a b s t r a c t
The presence of multiple Coulomb centers in molecules or solids poses a challenge when
solving the effective Schrödinger equation, required as a crucial ingredient in density
functional or Hartree–Fock calculations. This is primarily because Kato’s cusp condition
needs to be satisfied close to each nucleus and the matrix elements of the Coulomb
potential at the nuclei are rather difficult to evaluate when using global basis functions.
A novelmethod for dealingwith these challenges is introduced, rewriting thewavefunction
as a product of a function satisfying the nuclear cusp conditions and a smooth function,
resulting in a transformed variational principle and a regularized potential. Results of
three-dimensional finite element calculations based on this ansatz for the ground state
of the molecule H+2 in the Born–Oppenheimer approximation are presented, which were
obtained using custom written Python/Fortran code.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In the remainder of this paper we use atomic units, i.e. we measure energies in Ryd, = 13.6 eV, and distances in
aBohr = 5.29 10−11 m. In those units the quantum mechanical Hamiltonian for a molecule consisting of N electrons at
positions ri, i = 1, . . . ,N , andM nuclei at positions Rj, j = 1, . . . ,M , is in the Born–Oppenheimer approximation given by
H = −
N
i=1
∇2i +
N
i>j=1
2
|ri − rj| −
N
i=1
M
j=1
2Zjri − Rj +
M
i>j=1
2ZiZjRi − Rj . (1)
For the sake of simplicity we do not take the spin of the electrons into account.
Both the density functional and Hartree–Fock methods simplify the intractable many-body problem of finding
eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian given in Eq. (1) to the much easier one of finding eigenfunctions of
effective Schrödinger equations of the form
−∇2 −
M
j=1
2Zjr− Rj + veff(r)

ψi(r) = eiψi(r), i = 1, . . . ,N, (2)
where veff is an effective, possibly non-local, potential that depends on the eigenfunctions ψi themselves and includes all
effects of the electron–electron interactions in a more or less approximate way. Thus a self-consistent field problem must
be solved.
The various numerical methods developed in the last 50 years for obtaining results using the density functional or
Hartree–Fock approaches for molecules and solids can be categorized according to the basis functions used as well as
according to how the atomic core region is treated. The approach using Gaussian basis functions centered on the nuclei
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has been a mainstay of molecular modeling for a very long time, especially since most integrals required can be evaluated
analytically. However Gaussian basis functions can in principle not satisfy the cusp conditions at the nuclei [1] and have
the incorrect asymptotic behavior for bound states. In spite of these disadvantages a judicious choice of basis sets still gives
results for molecules that are quite good.
For periodic solids there are nowadays two competing approaches, namely using pseudopotentials [2] to eliminate the
difficulties due to the Coulomb potential at the nuclei in combination with a plane wave expansion of the wavefunction or
LAPW [3] and related methods that combine numerically determined radial functions in the atomic core with a plane wave
expansion outside.
In this paper an alternative approach is introduced that leads to the wavefunction satisfying the cusp condition while
using a global expansion in terms of finite element basis functions and results in a transformed variational problem with a
regularized potential without singularities.
The method of finite elements, that was originally used primarily in engineering applications, has in the last thirty years
been increasingly used in atomic and solid state physics. This is evident in the work in [4–7], the efforts by the group of Kolb
and co-workers [8,9] and the publications by Pask and Sterne [10], and Sukumar and Pask [11] on ab initio band structure
calculations employing the finite element method (FEM).
2. The method
In this paper we propose to deal with the challenges due to the Coulomb potentials centered at the nuclei with a product
ansatz for the solution ψ of the effective Schrödinger equation,
ψ(r) = fC (r)φ(r), (3)
where fC is chosen to exactly satisfy the cusp conditions at all nuclei:
lim
ri→0
dfC/dri
fC(ri)
= −Zi, ri = |r− Ri|, i = 1, . . . ,M. (4)
Here the overbar indicates averaging over a sphere of radius ri.
Substituting the product ansatz into the standard energy functional for Ψ we obtain a transformed functional E(Φ) under
the normalization condition ⟨fCΦ|fCΦ⟩ = 1 and the regularized potential V˜ as
E(Φ) = ⟨fC∇Φ|fC∇Φ⟩ +

fCΦ|V˜ (r)|fCΦ

, (5)
V˜ = V − ∇
2fC
fC
. (6)
Here V is the total potential, i.e. including both the potential due to the nuclei as well as veff in Eq. (2).
Choosing for fC the form
fC (r) = 1+
M
i=1
ci exp (−2Ziri) , ri = |r− Ri|, (7)
the ci can be determined from the following linear system of equations:
M
j=1

δij − νij exp
−2Zi Ri − Rj cj = 1, νij = 1− δij, (8)
which results from Eq. (4). It is easy to show that satisfying the cusp conditions also results in V˜ not having any 1/ri-
singularities and thus the transformed potential has been regularized. The resulting potential has singularities replaced
by kinks, as shown in Fig. 1 by the lower curve for H+2 along the z-axis connecting the nuclei, while the upper curve shows
fC . It must however be noted that the proposed form of fC works best for s states, while it does not perform well for higher
order angular momenta and an extension to relativistic calculations is not possible. A constant term is contained in fC in
order for the factor to approach unity at large distances from the nuclei and to preserve the standard bound state boundary
condition forΦ at the surface of the box used for discretization.
Using another linear combination of exponentials centered on the nuclei will lead to a different behavior in detail. A more
generalized version of such a function could be
fC (r) =
M
i=1
ci exp (gi(ri)ri) , ri = |r− Ri|, (9)
gi(r) = −Zi exp(−βr2)−

1− exp(−βr2)√−E. (10)
With a suitable choice of β this is expected to result in an even smoother function Φ . However, the boundary condition at
large r will be different and more difficult to implement and the generalized eigenvalue problem will become non-linear.
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Fig. 1. Transformed potential V˜ and cusp factor fC for H+2 along the axis connecting the protons for an internuclear distance of 2 aBohr .
After truncation to a suitable large enough box, the minimum of the transformed functional defined in Eq. (5) in the space
spanned by the chosen finite element functions can be determined as the solution to a generalized symmetric eigenvalue
problem of the form
Hu = λUu, (11)
where u is the coefficient vector for the expansion of the wavefunction with respect to the finite element basis. Due to the
regularized potential, the required matrix elements can be easily calculated using Gauss–Legendre integration. However,
due to the kinks in the transformed potential at the nuclei, theRi must be among the nodes of the finite element grid in order
to facilitate convergence of the calculation. The lowest eigenpair of the eigenvalue problem is obtained using the symmetric
Jacobi–Davidsonmethod (JDSYM) as provided by the PySparse package [12]. The Davidsonmethod has the advantage of not
requiring the factorization of the matrices resulting from the FEM ansatz and thus is the method of choice for matrices of
the size encountered in this work.
3. Calculation
For our calculation we chose themolecule H+2 which can be considered as the simplest non-trivial molecule. Since it only
has one electron this system allows us to test the accuracy of the method when solving a 3D Schrödinger equation while
excluding the less well defined three-body effects.
In Cartesian coordinates the Hamiltonian for the hydrogen molecular ion reads
H = −∇2 − 2|r− R1| −
2
|r− R2| + 1, (12)
where R1 = (0, 0,−1)T and R2 = (0, 0, 1)T .
To give a clearer impression of the transformed potential it is plotted in the x–z plane in Fig. 2.
Considering this in combination with Fig. 1, it is evident that the transformed potential shows some discontinuities at
the locations of the nuclei. Its limiting value depends on the direction of approach to the nucleus. Thus the nuclei must be
located at nodes of the finite element grid.
The finite element grid used was a tensor product of grids in the x, y and z directions, chosen in such a way as to
concentrate the grid points close to the nuclei in quadratic fashion and to cover the boxed-shaped domain [−xmax, xmax]3.
The two-dimensional cross-section of a typical grid at x = 0 is shown in Fig. 3. The drawback of such a tensor grid is however
that small elements are used also in regionswhere they are not really needed. A better approach, to be investigated in future,
will be the use of tetrahedral elements that are sufficiently refined closer to the nuclei. Investigations into how to create the
required grid are currently under way.
4. Results
For the finite element calculations, interpolation polynomials up to order p = 6 were used and the matrix elements
were determined using Gauss–Legendre integration with up to nGL = 16 points in each coordinate. The code was written
mostly in Python [13] with the numerical extension numpy [14], the sparse matrix extension PySparse [12] and some
Fortran77 linked with f2py [15] for assembling the matrices. Values for the ground state energy of H+2 were obtained using
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Fig. 2. Plot of the transformed potential V˜ (r) for H+2 in the vicinity of (0, 0,−1).
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Fig. 3. Cross-section of a typical three-dimensional grid used in the finite element calculation.
Table 1
Ground state energies, their deviations from the value obtained by Peek [16] and the run-time in CPU seconds as well as the
number of degrees of freedom N for different grids and integration parameters.
xmax p η N nGL Egs ∆E TCPU [s]
8 4 0.50 71,487 6 −1.2052629814026 5.448× 10−6 191
8 4 0.50 71,487 12 −1.2052629510412 5.578× 10−6 863
12 4 0.50 83,655 12 −1.2052649046658 3.524× 10−6 1,027
8 4 0.25 156,839 6 −1.2052675549928 8.740× 10−7 435
8 4 0.25 156,839 12 −1.2052675476430 8.813× 10−7 2,024
12 4 0.25 238,975 12 −1.2052668489761 1.580× 10−6 3,008
8 4 0.15 313,551 12 −1.2052682165673 2.142× 10−7 3,704
12 4 0.15 478,895 12 −1.2052682353158 1.937× 10−7 5,946
8 4 0.1 519,223 12 −1.2052682934379 1.356× 10−7 6,302
12 4 0.1 900,711 12 −1.2052683922980 3.669× 10−8 11,296
12 6 0.50 288,923 16 −1.2052683856901 4.330× 10−8 10,530
12 6 0.25 819,791 16 −1.2052684283180 6.718× 10−10 31,285
12 6 0.15 1,637,207 12 −1.2052684289614 2.84× 10−11 33,665
12 6 0.15 1,637,207 16 −1.2052684289664 2.34× 10−11 64,440
12 6 0.12 2,659,955 16 −1.2052684289849 4.9× 10−12 107,152
the discretization parameters as given in Table 1. Here η is an upper bound for the grid size at the nuclei. The largest grid
had 26 × 22 × 22 = 12, 584 elements, leading to a generalized eigenvalue problem of dimension N = 2,659,955. These
calculationswere performed on an Intel Xenon E5472 (Harpertown) processor running at 3.0 GHz. The best energy obtained,
in the last line of the table, agrees with the literature result of Egs = −1.2052684289898 Ryd [16] to 11 digits. It is also
evident that a reasonable accuracy of the order of 10−5 can be achieved using relatively modest resources.
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Table 2
Values of ground state energy for H+2 obtained via the finite element calculations by various authors.
Reference Coordinates Egs in Ryd
Ford and Levin [4] Prolate spheroidal −1.20516
Schulze and Kolb [8] Elliptic–hyperbolic −1.205264
Ackermann and Roitzsch [17] Cylindrical −1.2052640
Fig. 4. log∆E versus logN . The line is a least squares fit of log∆E = a logN + b.
Fig. 5. Φ as a function of z, i.e. along the axis connecting the nuclei.
For comparison, Table 2 shows the values for the ground state energy obtained by other researchers employing the finite
element method [4,8,17]. The calculation by Ford and Levin reaches an accuracy of about four figures, the second reference
by Schulze and Kolb gives a value accurate to six figures, while the third one by Ackermann and Roitzsch provides a value
also accurate to six digits. It should be noted that the two-dimensional calculation of Ackermann and Roitzsch required a
highly refined mesh close to the nuclei rather than the quadratic mesh at the nuclei used in the present work.
To investigate the convergence of the energy as a function of the number of degrees of freedom, the values of ∆E for
p = 6, xmax = 12 and nGL = 16 are shown in Fig. 4 as a function of N in a double-logarithmic plot. A least squares fit of
log (∆E) = a logN + b yields a = −4.17± 0.16, in satisfactory agreement with the theoretical value of−4 obtained from
the well known error estimate for the energy∆E ∝ h2p [18, p. 232] on substituting h ∝ 1/N 13 .
In Fig. 5 the functionΦ obtained via the most accurate of the above calculations is plotted along the axis connecting the
nuclei. It is interesting to note that this function has a maximum halfway between the nuclei and passes through the nuclei
at z ± 1 very smoothly in spite of the remaining discontinuities in V˜ .
5. Conclusions
It has been shown that the method presented in this paper for dealing with the Coulomb singularities at the nuclei
makes a convergent three-dimensional finite element calculation possible. However if highly accurate results are required,
the memory and CPU time requirements become rather large.
In the immediate future, rewriting the three-dimensional finite element code to make use of the hermes3d adaptive C++
finite element library [19] is planned. This would allow using hanging nodes with brick-shaped elements [20] which should
reduce the grid size accordingly andmake themethodmore competitive. In additionwewill investigate how the time taken
to assemble the matrices can be reduced by parallelization over multiple processors. Another improvement that we plan to
make is to use a multigrid approach to speed up the calculation of eigenvalues.
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We also intend to investigate a combination of the linear combination of atomic orbitals with the finite element method,
such that the FEM form functionswould only be used in the interstitial space, with the intention of obtaining accurate results
with a smaller number of degrees of freedom.
The final step will be to use the method as an ingredient for a density functional code at the LDA level for molecules.
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